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Background
and context
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In November 2018, PACD/PME and Food Adventure
Ltd (Food Adventure) agreed on a study trip to
Cameroon composed of Food Adventure and
academics from Cardiff Metropolitan University.

Cardiff Metropolitan University is a leader in food
production technology with its ZERO2FIVE Food
Industry Centre, which provides food companies
with technical, operational and commercial support
to help them be more competitive. They have
expertise in food safety culture, international labelling
and international food standards, and their team of
internationally recognised food industry experts are
available to assist in a variety of food disciplines,
including bakery, dairy and meat, hygiene
management, packaging design, food and beverage
systems, technical management and the development
of new products. The overall objective of the mission is
to enable the experts from Food Adventure and Cardiff
Metropolitan University to get a grounding of the
realities of micro and SME Cameroonian agribusiness,
with the aim of identifying ways to give them the
support needed so that their businesses may thrive.

Food Adventure is a British company established
in 2013 with social aims of community, social and
sustainable economic development through food.
Through its work, Food Adventure helps to promote
sustainable and fair food systems, community
cohesion and learning, accessibility of fair and
nutritious food, and sustainable livelihoods. Its
activities include training and advice on hygiene
and food safety, promotion of local food products
and local culture, practical assistance to micro and
small businesses, agribusiness, support to
community groups and local governments to
develop activities that promote social cohesion
through food and culture, and the development
of international partnerships with governments,
universities and donors in the agrifood sector.

Appendix 1 outlines the itinerary for the trip
which included PACD/PME promoters and a
variety of agencies and government institutions.

Abbreviations used throughout the document
PACD/PME

Support Program for the Creation and Development of Small Medium-sized Enterprises for the
Transformation and Conservation of Local Products of Mass Consumption programme under the
Ministry of Small and Medium Enterprises Social Economy and Handicrafts

ENSAI

National School Superior of Agro-Industrial Science

ACEP

Cameroon Agency for Savings and Credit

ANOR

Agency of Standards and Regulations. ANOR was created by Presidential Decree N ° 2009/296 of
17 September 2009 on the creation, organisation and functioning of the Agency for Standards and
Quality (ANOR) and is an administrative public institution with legal and ﬁnancial autonomy

GIC

Community Initiative Group

IRAD

Agricultural Research Institute for Development - an administrative public institution with legal
and ﬁnancial autonomy. It is placed under the dual technical supervision of the Ministry of
Scientiﬁc Research and Innovation (MINRESI) and the Ministry of Finance (MINFI).

IMPM

Medical Institute of Medicinal Plants. Public institution of a scientiﬁc and technical nature, created
by Decree No. 74/888 of 31 October 1974 and reorganised by Decree No. 93/215 of 4 August 1993.
IMPM is under the technical supervision of the Ministry of Scientiﬁc and Technical Research and
under the ﬁnancial supervision of the Minister of Finance.

RPAB

Practical School of Agriculture of Binguela

SODEPA

Company of Development and Exploitation of Animal Productions

BC-PME

Cameroonian Bank of Small and Medium Enterprises

ICRAFT

World Agroforestry Center NGO

Cardiff Met

Cardiff Metropolitan University

FOOD ADVENTURE

Food Adventure Ltd - a UK company with social objectives - from ﬁeld to fork - helping people,
communities and businesses prosper through food

ZERO2FIVE

ZERO2FIVE Food Industry Centre, a part of Cardiff Metropolitan University

SME

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
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2
Interviews with micro
and SME businesses
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Sixteen SME food companies were selected by
PACD/PME which were offered as a representative
sample of businesses in Cameroon. A semistructured interview pro-forma was developed along
with a Participant Information Sheet and Participant
Consent Form, all of which were approved by Cardiff
Metropolitan University’s Healthcare and Food Ethics
Committee (Appendix 2). These were produced in
French and English. After piloting the interview with
one promoter in Cameroon, the protocol for
interviewing was ﬁnalised.
The Food Adventure / Cardiff Met research
team was introduced to the promoter by the
Responsable de l'Unité Suivie Évaluation au
PACD/PME who explained the research process
and the relationship between PACD/PME and the
research team. The promoter (along with any
other business representatives determined by the
promoter) were then left alone with the research
team. The interview was conducted in either
English or French, according to the promoter’s
wishes, and translated where required, the
responses being recorded contemporaneously
on a laptop in English. Hand-written notes were
also made in order to assure accuracy of recorded
responses. Photographs were taken where consent
to do so had been given.
Each promoter was allocated a random number for
reporting purposes to ensure anonymity, generated
through online software (Hahhr, 2019). The responses
were analysed using NVivo 12 (QAR International Pty
Ltd) in order to draw out main themes.
In addition to one-to-one interviews with
promoters, a focus group workshop and
discussions were held with promoters in Douala.
The following are the key themes that emerged
from the research.

2.1

BARRIERS TO GROWTH:

a. Availability of ingredients, additives,
processing aids
Some promoters found that primary ingredients are
local and readily available either all year round
(P010) or in high season (P008). However, others
could not ﬁnd the materials in order to follow
transformation requirements (P002) or were not

working at full capacity due to lack of raw material
and processing capacity (P006). Promoters
mentioned that they could not produce enough
to fulﬁl domestic orders (P004, P005, P013) or
international orders (P002, P008, P013), and in
some cases, export orders had been lost because
production capacity was too small (P002, P013).

b. Cost of accreditation
Some promoters were aware of certiﬁcation
schemes that would help them to improve their
products, and a contrast was drawn between two
schemes (P016). ANOR certiﬁcation involves
payment and purchase of the standard up-front
with end-on inspection of the product, audited
against the standard. AB Certiﬁcation (a private
company that works on behalf of Ministry of
Industry) allows payment by instalments and
interaction of promoter and certiﬁcation body
throughout the entire process. Although ANOR
certiﬁcation was accepted by more retailers, it was
felt that AB certiﬁcation presented less risk due to
continual involvement of the body with the
promoter, and was easier to manage ﬁnancially.
Another promoter found the ANOR costs
prohibitive, yet they were required to see their
product in supermarkets and hotels (P004).
One promoter recognised that the Ministry of
Agriculture gives support through a number of
programmes such as PDCVA and IRAD. Advice is
not free, and some years, the promoter cannot
afford to buy the advice (P006).

c. Finance
Most promoters commented that ﬁnance was
difficult and limited access was a barrier to growth
(P002, P003, P004, P007, P008, P009, P010,
P011, P012, P015, P016). Some promoters linked
lack of access to ﬁnance to inability to grow the
business since they could not purchase equipment
to increase production capacity (P007). Relatively
high taxes in Cameroon were seen as being a
further barrier to growth since this puts ﬁnancial
pressure on businesses (P003, P010).
Promoters spoke of sacriﬁces that they had to
make in order to grow businesses including selling
land (P011), selling everything they had (P007) and
having the production site in the home rather than
Food! Sustainable Livelihoods, Health and Communities | 5

a separate and appropriate production unit (P003).
Some promoters had accessed substantial amounts
of ﬁnancial assistance (P015, P008), whereas others
had received more modest sums (P010) or were not
eligible due to lack of bank account (P004), or did
not apply since the amount available was too small
to be of beneﬁt (P010, P014).

d. Infrastructure
Promoters pointed out limitations associated with
infrastructure in Cameroon. Poor transportation
systems (P001, P013) and intermittent electricity
supply requiring use of a generator (P003, P005)
were viewed as limiting factors. Lack of large
laboratory facilities for transforming food products
was viewed as a wider, Central Africa problem
(P002). However, other promoters viewed many
problems relating to infrastructure as being more
closely aligned to Cameroon being a young
country, just starting its industry, but being limited
by a lack of planning. Whilst education and training
for people who want to make food is necessary to
grow the food industry, the young entrepreneur
ﬁnds it difficult to invest as he has other problems problem of survival (P010).

e. Labour, knowledge and
experience problems
Promoters identiﬁed lack of training and expertise
as well as problems securing and retaining labour.
One promoter (P011) tried to improve retention of
farm labour in a rural area by paying higher wages
than other employers. However, this enabled
workers to save for a motorbike more quickly, and
once they had this means of transport, they sought
less physically demanding work in the city. Lack of
labour prevented clearance of land and planting of
raw material (P006).
Promoters regarded many people within the food
industry as being ‘not professionals’ and lacked
knowledge in food transformation, requiring training
that was difficult to access (P002, P009, P013).

f.

Machinery and equipment

Whilst one promoter (P007) was diversifying into
machinery and packaging, a number identiﬁed
problems relating to machinery. It was difficult to
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source and ﬁnance technical equipment for quality
control purposes (P002) and to secure food-grade
equipment to allow increased production (P001,
P006, P007, P013).
One promoter purchased machines from abroad at
the recommendation of a Government department,
but on delivery it became evident that these were
of poor quality and only work at 30% capacity,
stiﬂing efforts to increase production (P008).
One promoter had experience of his equipment
and raw material being vandalised or subject to
wild ﬁres (P013).

g. Packaging issues
There was widespread agreement amongst
promoters that food packaging was a very serious
problem (P013). Entrepreneurial promoters are
seeking more sustainable packaging (P016), and
packaging that made their product more attractive
in order to increase sales (P010, P013, P016).
Although some promoters sourced new packaging
from inside Cameroon, (P006, P013, 001), this
was found to be expensive, making products
less competitive.
Promoters requiring glass jars for their products
were particularly limited in respect of sourcing,
with some relying on collecting used glass jars
to sell their product in (P013). One promoter
purchased large quantities of glass jars from
Europe (P004) since these were required to comply
with regulations and accreditation schemes.
Promoters recognised that lack of labelling
knowledge affected ambitions to start (P005)
and grow (P013) food businesses. One promoter
recognised that although their product was
excellent, the packaging and labelling was poor,
giving inferior products with more professional
packaging and labelling an advantage (P013).
Packaging issues were viewed as a continual
headache (P008).

2.2 COMPLYING WITH NORMS
AND STANDARDS

Another promoter completed training on
composition and claims through a Community
Initiative Group (GIC) (P001).

a. Qualiﬁcations, experience
and consultancy
Some promoters had formal food/ process
engineering qualiﬁcations (P007, P010, P011) and
substantial experience (P002, P007, P009, P011).
A number identiﬁed themselves as training their
workforce (P006, P008, P009) or advising other
businesses in a consultancy capacity, either with
Ministry support (P007) or more informally (P008).
Some promoters had built teams of advisors from
friends, family and acquaintances (P004, P010,
P013) whilst others had received training abroad
(P005, P008, P009), with one promoter (P008)
receiving government funding to travel abroad for
training. This promoter also mentioned
participating in the state upskilling programme
through Bureau de Mise à Niveau des Entreprises
Cameroun where they received training in
production, hygiene, business and ﬁnance.

b. Regulations and compliance knowledge
and issues
Some promoters identiﬁed as having good
knowledge and understanding of areas of
domestic legislation controlling their food product
(P002, P006, P008, P011). Others felt that their
knowledge and understanding could be improved
(P001, P002, P003, P008, P010, P013, P016).
Costs of compliance were identiﬁed as being high
(P001, P011) and one promoter felt that they did
not need to comply with domestic requirements
until the business had expanded (P006).
Promoters were aware of certiﬁcation schemes
(P001, P002, P004, P006, P011, P016) and
identiﬁed that certiﬁcation was linked to export
success (P002, P004, P008, P011).
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2.3 INSPIRATIONAL BUSINESSES
a. Ethical and social aspects and GIC
Some promoters identiﬁed that they had started as
a GIC and developed from this (P004, P013). Some
had a strong ethical foundation to their businesses
such as wishing to provide employment for those
most in need (P004, P005, P008), with a strong
ethos in respect of helping Cameroon and its
population (P003, P005). Emphasis on buying raw
materials from within Cameroon was evident (P010,
P011) with helping people to earn a living
sustainably being at the heart of some businesses
(P004, P005, P008).
One promoter (P003) claimed only to buy ethical
raw materials from sources not employing children,
exploiting others or causing pollution even though
these materials were more expensive.

b. Health and nutrition claims
A number of promoters spoke of health and
nutrition claims relating to their products,
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especially in respect of natural remedies for
hypertension (P01, P011, P014), diabetes (P011)
and cardio-vascular health (P013). Generally,
promoters were keenly aware of the link between
good food and good health, and traditional
remedies in Cameroon.
A number of businesses made claims that were not
backed by scientiﬁc evidence, with some promoters
basing these claims on their own observations,
online research or from customer feedback.

c. Inspiration behind businesses
Promoters had strong stories behind their
inspiration to start their businesses. Some had
studied abroad and had a strong desire to use what
they had learned to help the people and economy
of their motherland (P003, P007, P010). Others
recognised the excellent raw materials available in
Cameroon and wished to make products based on
these (P004, P005, P006, P013, P016). Another
cited that they looked for a product idea that would
have global appeal and also improve quality of life

(P011). Some promoters cited the good fortune that
they had along the way, in meeting excellent contacts
(P013) or how unfortunate situations resolved
themselves into advantageous ones (P004).

Other sources of advice identiﬁed include from
sellers of raw materials and machinery (P006,
P007), friends (in food safety) and family (P003,
P010, P013), other colleagues in the business
(P009), machinery manufacturers (P006) and
past university contacts (P008).

d. Perceptions of Cameroon products
Promoters claimed that there is a preconception
by consumers that industrially manufactured food
products in Cameroon are of poor quality (P010,
P016). It was evident to some that imported
products took precedence over Cameroonian
products in the formal market (P003, P010),
where local products often had poor packaging,
presentation and consistency, and this represented
an opportunity for entrepreneurs.
Given the strength of the informal market, where
consumers are conﬁdent in unprocessed local
foods (P016), promoters realised that there needed
to be a change of attitude towards packaged,
processed products. Consumer education is at the
heart of the issue (P016) with realisation that what
is being sold is the saving of time - not just the
food product itself (P010). As well as offering the
guarantee that local food is safe (P016), promoters
saw the huge opportunities of branding ‘Made in
Cameroon’ for the future (P002, P013, P016). As
one promoter said in respect of diversifying their
business by processing ﬂour from local grains: this
way when a Cameroonian eats some bread, they
see themselves in that bread (P005).

2.4 NETWORKS AND CLUSTERS
FOR INFORMING PROMOTERS
a. Using informal networks
Promoters regularly sought online information
and built up informal networks of people running
similar businesses both within Cameroon and
internationally. Geographical boundaries presented
no problem if there was competence and expertise
to be gained (P016). The ‘Made in Cameroon’
network was an interactive forum where questions
could be asked of producers and engineers (P016).
Where production is small, specialised and
dispersed across Cameroon, it may be difficult to
form the network (P005).

Some promoters have turned to traditional cuisines
and remedies of their grandmothers (P007, P001),
linking with cultural heritage. Useful online
information was identiﬁed and included Youtube
videos, company success stories, social media,
Linkedin, Google, WhatsApp and Facebook.
One promoter was part of a group that tried to form
a syndicate, but one of the members ‘spoke out of
turn’ and government support was withdrawn and
so the proposed syndicate disbanded (P009).
Social media presence varied, with some promoters
being comfortable in these forums (P001, P003,
P010, P016), and others not having any social
media presence at all (P004, P006, P008, P013).

2.5 NEW MARKET
OPPORTUNITIES
a. Diversiﬁcation opportunities
Promoters identiﬁed opportunities within the
marketplace and saw areas for diversiﬁcation of
their businesses. This included expanding product
range (P001, P004, P005, P013, P016, P019);
providing specialist services to other food
businesses based on equipment available (P007);
growing products widely used in Cameroon, but
also mainly imported, representing a commercial
deﬁcit (P003); developing laboratory, research and
incubation facilities for growing businesses to use
(P002, P009, P004); diversifying into a completely
different product, the raw materials for which are
widely available in Cameroon (P009); planting fruit
trees on land currently used for production of raw
material (P013) and making use of waste products
to produce other goods (P005, P008).
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b. Emerging middle class
and emerging markets

2.6 TRADING IN CAMEROON

A number of promoters target their products to
the growing middle class and educated class in
Cameroon (P016, P003, P010, P006). These
consumers also represent a modern class where
both men and women go out to work and have
less time to cook, use informal markets less and
supermarkets more (P010). These consumers were
seen as wanting to access traditional foods which
are safer and more consistent (P003). Cameroon
is also seen as an emerging country (P003, P006)
with possibilities for developing formal food sales
on a larger scale, as in Europe (P003, P013)

a. Business environment in Cameroon

Entrepreneurial spirit was strong among the
interviewees with young teams identiﬁed as being
dedicated and believing in their product (P003,
P010, P016). They are ambitious and optimistic.
When one promoter was asked how they had
managed to secure contracts in hotels and
supermarkets, their response was simple: I am
an entrepreneur. I just got in my car and drove
around and sought the contracts (P009)

Some promoters were negative in respect of the
business environment in Cameroon, with one
commenting that it is “not conducive for
businesses to succeed” (P011), blaming this for the
modest growth in his business in nearly 20 years.
There was criticism of government departments in
respect of lack of action on adulterated products
(P011), poor knowledge of officers in respect of
hygiene requirements (P007) and only being
interested in large businesses (P003). These
promoters suggested that there was corruption in
the system with some officials being motivated by
‘kickbacks’. Some promoters felt abandoned by
official sources and certiﬁcation had to be sought
without any help by the departments that were
supposed to assist.
Businesses were appreciative of the richness of
natural resources in Cameroon (P002, P004, P005,
P010) and of the need to reduce the amount of
food imported into the country and be more selfsufficient (P003, P005, P010, P016).

c. Market growth - local and export
Promoters were asked about export of their
products. A number identiﬁed Nigeria as being a
key area to target (P003, P006, P011), although
markets there were so large that they risked losing
orders if supply was not fulﬁlled (P001, P016). One
promoter was working in Mali to see if their product
could be developed there from local materials
(P011). Another (P009) had explored export
potential in Russia and Ukraine, but civil unrest
had ended this.
Some promoters felt that the Cameroon market
was of sufficient size to develop their businesses
(P006, P016) and one said that export to the EU
was not possible due to strict food hygiene legal
requirements (P003). One felt that international
partners could assist in transporting of
products (P013).
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b. Fraud and criminal activity
Promoters were aware of adulteration and had
witnessed rival businesses openly selling packages
containing a lesser amount of the declared
ingredient, along with up to 90% ﬁllers (P011, P007,
P013). One promoter chose to work with a wellknown brand in order to assist in the ﬁght against
counterfeiting and maintain the good name of the
company and product and help to sustain and
grow the product (P011). Another had reported to
the relevant authorities that adulterated products
were being sold on the informal market and had
even had testing carried out to evidence the
criminal activity (P007). However, although the
wheels turned, nothing was done by officials to
remove these products from the market. Since
purchasers believe the information on the label
and make direct price comparisons between pure
and adulterated products, this promoter could no
longer compete and was closing the affected part
of his business. Promoters are not against
competition, but it must be fair competition.

c. Government and official bodies
Some promoters were very critical as to the lack of
support by government and official bodies: there is
a large gap between the speeches and the actions.
(P011). One promoter who was closing his business
due to unfair competition associated with
adulterated products felt unsupported: if you wait
for the government you will wait forever… we have
beautiful laws in place (P007) however,
enforcement is viewed to be inconsistent with
some enforcers believed to be corrupt. Corruption
was also alleged in respect of one government
department alongside a perceived lack of technical
knowledge officers (P003). As one promoter
described the situation: if not for hypocrisy in
politics, there would be a golden opportunity for
everyone (P010) Promoters experience infrequent
inspections (P003, P010, P006) and it is felt that
official bodies are only interested in large
businesses. Promoters need government help to
progress as it’s all on the businesses at the
moment (P009).
One promoter (P015) had received a large amount
of government funding to purchase equipment
from China as well as a grant for commissioning
equipment and upgrading electricity supply. The
grant was placed in a micro ﬁnance company which
subsequently went bankrupt, resulting in no
essential electricity upgrade and equipment sitting
in the premises for over three years. The promoter
had been told that he must help ﬁnd a solution, but
he had not been able to progress. Questions might
be asked regarding the selection and award
process, since the promoter appeared elderly (over
70) and had received a substantial amount of
funding in a climate where there was huge demand
for funding by many small promoters.

One promoter expressed that it would be useful for
the government to put together a website
promoting Cameroon products. It is alleged that
the government promised to help develop
websites but nothing was forthcoming (P009).
Another promoter was a beneﬁciary of government
support, but eventually became discouraged
because government didn’t deliver what they had
promised (P004).
However, there is recognition that Cameroon is a
young country, just starting its industry. Because
there is so much happening and so much to do,
there is a lack of planning. But there is preliminary
work to do - education and training for people who
want to make food - a difficult thing for a young
entrepreneur to invest in as he has other problems
- problem of survival (P010).

d. Owning the complete chain
A number of promoters had worked hard to
own the complete chain, from raw materials to
ﬁnal processing in order to avoid interruptions in
supply of raw material or processing (P002, P006,
P011, P014).
Another promoter recognised the need to have
control of the supply chain, and aimed to do this
through forming a co-operative-like organisation
in order to secure sale for the growers and supply
for the promoter (P005).

There was appreciation of support given by some
promoters. Tasting days with the ministers and
media were useful for marketing purposes
(P009). The Ministry of Agriculture gives support
through a number of programmes, such as IRAD
programmes to help give the quality product that
they want (P006). Other promoters work with
Ministère de l’Élevage des Pêches et Industries
Animales (P013), IRAD (P005) and IITE (P005).
One promoter had received ﬁnance to assist in
their training from PACD both at ENSAI
and abroad (P008).
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3
Focus group with micro
and SME businesses
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A focus group was held with 12 promoters from
Douala to test the initial ﬁndings, explore in depth
the two themes that were consistently raised in the
one to one interviews and to gather their ideas on
what would be solutions that would be of help to
them. Three themes were explored on the focus
groups discussions:
1.

Food hygiene and processing

l.

Energy

m. Storage
n. Expense of equipment and need to import
equipment as not available locally
o. Lack of competent workforce

Opportunities

2. Acquisition of required skills and knowledge

a. Creation of jobs

3. Solutions and quick wins

b. Development of the value chain

It was acknowledged that a lack of equipment
was a barrier and the group was requested to
think of possible solutions to a lack of equipment.

c. Export of products
d. Development of local products
e. Creation of constant and good training
f.

3.1

Theme 1: food hygiene and
processing

In exploring the theme of food safety and food
processing, the group identiﬁed the following
challenges and opportunities:

Creation of a good system for packaging
to meet the needs of each product

g. Creation of an e-commerce platform Made in Cameroon

3.2 Theme 2: acquisition of
required skills and knowledge

Challenges
a. The onerous process of accreditation and
certiﬁcation from inception to certiﬁcation.
The process is not seamless, is not consistent
and is expensive.

a. Published documentation i.e. norms

b. Cost and difficulty of having products analysed
for certiﬁcation, labelling etc

d. Exchanges with others

c. Application of HACCP to business

f.

d. Obtaining on a regular basis primary ingredient
of quality needed

g. Self-training - learning from experimenting

e. Not enough primary ingredients
f.

Lack of training in both food safety and best
practice for food processing

g. Lack of packaging and lack of quality
packaging
h. Lack of knowledge on best practice
for production methods /machines/
production lines
i.

Lack of knowledge on best practice for
techniques of transforming food products

j.

Challenges of traceability of ingredients

b. Training, seminars and salons
c. Business incubator facilities

e. YouTube tutorials, internet, social networks
Mentors

h. Travelling to other countries to learn and
gain experience
i.

Networking

j.

Trade fairs

It was clear from focus groups and one to one
interviews that promoters of micro and SME
businesses faced many challenges and used their
initiative to ﬁnd solutions to those challenges.

k. Transport
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3.3 Theme 3: solutions and
quick wins
The participants in the focus group were asked to
discuss the challenges identiﬁed and suggest some
interventions that they felt could be easily

Challenges

Access to raw material and high-quality
raw material

implemented, giving meaningful assistance to
their business.

Solutions
a. Creating an association of entrepreneurs who have same raw
material needs
b. Creating a central purchasing GIC (co-op)
c. Purchase directly from farm or produce oneself

Acquiring machines needed for
production
Marketing and communication
management - access to local
and export markets

a. Work with local engineers to manufacture
b. Create a cooperative/partnership with other entrepreneurs to rent
or lease machines
a. Made in Cameroon e-commerce platform
a. Access to specialists on nutrition, HACCP, food safety

Quality of process

b. Masterplan for food safety and hygiene for all areas of the value
chain from ﬁeld to fork
c. Establish a system for shared learning for norms and certiﬁcation

Packaging
Labour - preparing of land, agriculture

a. Centralised purchasing
a. Shared bulldozer
b. Small machines to help with manual labour

The focus group was then asked to look at all of
the quick win solutions and to decide on the top
3 that they felt would be the most helpful for
their business:
a. Creation of association of promoters of
similar products
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b. Facilitate assistance from ANOR for small
businesses - improve accessibility and
receive appropriate training
c. Central purchasing for packaging

4
Interviews with
institutions in Cameroon
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In addition to conducting interviews with
promoters, open meetings were held with a variety
of institutions. These were general discussions to
learn about the institutions and how they currently
engage or how they wished to engage with
PACD/PME for supporting promoters. Meetings
between PACD/PME and Food Adventure were held
with the following:
1.

ENSAI

2. ACEP
3. ANOR
4. IRAD
5. IMPM
6. RPAB
7.

SODEPA

8. BC-PME
9. ICRAFT
10. Selung Engineering

The Director would like to see a platform created
to exchange knowledge, stating “We are waiting
for people to come to us”. However, he also stated
that IRAD can’t just give away information as it has
“intellectual property rights”. This leaves some
ambiguity in respect of what information is available
to micro and SME food businesses.
IMPM stated that its mission is to create conditions
to maximise the impact of local foods and
traditional medicinal plants on the health of
Cameroonians and to disseminate and popularise
the results of the research work. If anyone wants any
of the services, they must request in writing, but the
interviewee acknowledged that dissemination of
information could be greatly improved. For example,
nutrient properties of different types of yams are
known, and although the interviewee acknowledged
the importance of producers making food products
with yam, the knowledge is not disseminated.
Research with the promoters evidenced that there
is keenness to link products with good health, and
IMPM may have a role in this.

11. Groupe-Facomac and its associate GIC Facomac
The following are the key themes that emerged
following the meetings.

4.1 Training and knowledge
IRAD, ENSAI, IMPM, ANOR and RPAB all have
expertise and resources which could help support
SMEs but there are problems in diffusing this
support and resources to SMEs. ENSAI and RPAB
expressed a desire to broaden their reach through
online learning and short courses.
IRAD stated that their challenge is ﬁnding ways to
get their research into the hands of SME food
producers. They have about 20 programmes of
post-agricultural research including transformation
of chocolate, fruit and vegetables and making baked
goods from local ﬂours. IRAD feels that the general
public is not aware of what it does and that the
public think that research within the institution is
limited to agricultural research. The Director claimed
that anyone who asks can have information, and
that he wants to see research implemented. They
just have to ask in writing and information is free.
“Our problem is getting our learning to SMEs”.
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4.2 Machinery, equipment
and infrastructure
ENSAI has the capacity to assist with Made in
Cameroon machinery for SMEs and ﬁnding solutions
for renewable energy supplies. In addition, Selung
Engineering and Groupe Facomac are already
making machines for project holders. The Director
of Selung also has knowledge of food safety and
ensuring that machines being made help the
promoter to have hygienic food production systems.
One of the challenges identiﬁed though is that
companies making machines do not exist in all
of the regions of Cameroon.

4.2 Complying with norms
and standards
ANOR has training modules on food hygiene and
food safety but does not have capacity to deliver
training. They suggested that producers in an area
work together to arrange audit visits as then they
could share the expenses. ACEP stated that SMEs
would be more successful and attract their
investment if they had quality products that
complied with norms.

4.3 Finance
PACD/PME works closely with ACEP and BC-PME
and has arranged special facilitations for
promoters. Information was not available on how
many promoters took advantage of these facilities.
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5
Food safety
in Cameroon
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This report highlights food safety as one of the
main areas that could help SMEs access local
and international markets.
Worldwide, there is an urgent need for food safety
awareness (WHO 2009). This can be especially
important within countries with poor infrastructure
and access to reliable food safety information
(Cohen 2010). However, assurance is needed to
ensure that imported products also conform to
appropriate handling and storage as well as
ensuring the correct food safety methods are in
place within the origin country of imported foods.
Food safety can be improved through education
and training; appropriate food preparation can
reduce the rates of bacterial, viral and physical
contaminants within foods.
The food safety culture in Cameroon differs widely
between the informal and formal markets, with
local populations trusting imported foods due to
their perceived higher hygiene standards. As a
result, Cameroon, a country with a high level of
food production, has seen an increase in food
waste, which has a dramatic effect on the economy
and the environment (Sheahan 2017).
ANOR stated it provides some basic food hygiene
training courses, although access to these is
limited and can be expensive for small and
medium sized enterprises. Given that most food
companies start as sole traders, access to proper
food hygiene training and information is
paramount. Conducting a Google search in both
English and French in Cameroon, revealed no
access to local food hygiene or food safety
courses. However, there were numerous links to
international agencies both in the UK and USA
which provided international training courses (total
number 16). In some cases, these links were no
longer working (n=9), accessed phishing websites
(n = 2), or were misleading in their cost and
provision (n=5).
Small and medium enterprises are able to access
what was perceived to be accurate and up to date
information relating to food safety/hygiene
practices online, although these were often from
sources that were unreliable, outdated or not ﬁt for
purpose within Cameroon. It was found that
although interviewees were able to search for food
safety legislation and guidance, they found it

difficult to determine the validity of the information
gained and, in some cases, did not question this.
Providing government approved documents that
are available to registered users of the particular
services would allow access to correct and up-todate information that can be made Cameroonspeciﬁc. The Food Standards Agency (FSA) in the
UK have information for both the general public
and food businesses which could be adapted for
use in Cameroon (www.food.gov.uk). This could
address problems such as proper storage within
power cuts, the use of alternative energy sources
for back up electricity generation, water puriﬁcation
and sanitation and safe handling of raw and
cooked foods.
Research in Cameroon indicated that food safety
and accreditation was one of the barriers for micro
and SMEs to sell in the formal markets.
According to research conducted by Cardiff
Metropolitan University for the Welsh Government,
barriers to obtaining and maintaining food safety
norms are related to 3 key areas: knowledge and
skills, time cost and resources, and communication
and access to information (Evans 2016, Food and
Drink Wales 2019).
While regulation with enforcement plays an
important role in food safety, advice and education
plays an even more important role. Access to
reliable information and advice is a vital
component of any strategy aimed at achieving
high rates of compliance, especially among SMEs
that may lack expertise and/or resources.
The businesses interviewed recognise that having
products that complied with food safety norms
would help their business to access a variety of
markets and business opportunities. Research
from numerous sources also conﬁrms that in
countries where resources are limited, learning
from collective experiences and developing
structures to support such exchanges will assist
(Caswell et al 2007) (Henson 2003).
Because this is a key issue, the proposed model
will have multiple approaches and facilities to help
business in this area.
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6
Collaborative
clusters
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There is substantial research that shows that
collaborative clusters (CC) by theme and/or
by region can create an environment for SMEs,
government, universities and other learning
institutions and stakeholders to share knowledge,
resources, and ﬁnd common solutions that will
help promote the growth of the micro and SMEs.
Good practice in respect of food clusters already
exists (Food and Drink Wales 2019), demonstrating
some of the key features of food clusters as being:
•

Peer-to-peer knowledge exchange

•

Events and workshops

•

Sharing of costs and resources

•

Exploring trade opportunities

•

Accessing new markets

•

Building national brands at home and abroad

•

Sharing experiences and lessons learnt

Clustering initiatives are collaborations between
public and private sector actors/ﬁrms, government
agencies and academic institutions. Cluster
development concerns removing the isolation of
ﬁrms, especially SMEs, and other actors, and
connecting all into more innovative systems. In
recent years, many governments around the globe
have turned to cluster development to stimulate
innovation and economic growth (Welsh
Government Food and Drink Network 2018).
Research conducted in emerging economy
countries such as Cameroon, Indonesia, Kenya and
Chile demonstrate that SMEs beneﬁt when they are
part of collaborative clusters that include dynamic
participation of the state, local ﬁrms, universities
and other key stakeholders. These collaborative
clusters enable and enhance collective learning,
innovation and performance (Najib and Kiminami,
2011) (Perez-Aleman 2005) (Kilelu et al 2015) (Gyau
et al 2014). Research from Tanzania and Chad
shows that collective action can improve market
access for smallholders and SMEs (Bahham and
Chitemi 2009) (Corsi et al 2017).

SMEs are more able to obtain the necessary
information, reach quality standards and operate
on a larger scale when they have access to
coordinated horizontal and vertical support. This in
turn can enable them to sell in new domestic or
international markets, which may be out of reach to
individual businesses (Svensson and Yanagizawa
2009) (Ferris and Elly 2006).
There have also been studies in Cameroon which
demonstrate that collective and collaborative
action can improve market access. There exists a
strong tradition of collaborative groups in
Cameroon. Studies indicate that existing groups
will have more social cohesion than newly formed
clusters because strong social beneﬁt is regarded
as being important for the success of collaborative
groups in Cameroon. Therefore, when forming
clusters, it is important to consider the social
beneﬁt as well the economic beneﬁt (Gyau et al
2014), (Gyau et al 2012) (Hellin J. et al 2007)
(Kruijssen et al 2006) (Bartham and Chitemi 2009).
The ﬁndings of this study support this assertion;
the majority of project holders started their
business or want their business to help their
community and do social good.
It is also important to note the challenges of
forming new clusters:
•

Difficulties in organising, coordinating and
managing

•

Difficulty in managing expectations and
differing interests in the cluster

•

Securing commitments

•

Monitoring, compliance and enforcing any rules

•

Managing tensions amongst SMEs

A collaborative cluster, coordinated by an
intermediary institution, which serves as a onestop-shop to broker relationships between
producers and service providers along the value
chain (horizontal and vertical coordination), could
be of great beneﬁt to SMEs. Research shows that
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7
Cameroon Food &
Drink Collaborative
Cluster Network
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7.1

Recommendation

It is recommended that collaborative clusters are
trialled in Cameroon as one of the interventions to
support micro and SMEs. A transparent and userfriendly One Stop Shop is recommended which
links SMEs to each other, to local institutions, to
international resources and to support and online
learning. The primary research shows that
promoters are forming or are already a part of their
own informal online networks for support and
information but that the need is greater than the
potential offered by these informal networks.
Based on the primary and secondary research, it
is recommended that the Minister of Small and
Medium Enterprises, Social Economy and
Handicrafts consider the implementation of
collaborative clusters in Cameroon.
Collaborative clusters will address many of the
themes and issues raised by SMEs during the
primary research and also create a learning and
sharing space where they can seek opportunities
and address issues that they have in order to
create solutions together.
The Cameroon Food & Drink Collaborative Cluster
Network will bring together SMEs, suppliers,
academia, NGOs, government and relevant
stakeholders with the key objective of helping
businesses achieve accelerated growth in sales,
proﬁt and employment. Collaborative clusters will
provide support and reliable sources of information
with the aim of enabling businesses to develop
opportunities to work together to overcome
obstacles to growth, and to exploit commercial
opportunities, as well as helping to develop
capacity and capability.

Collaboration is a key element of clusters. Some
of the issues raised by promoters were a lack of
capital or capital items such as machinery,
equipment and ﬁnance. Collaborative clusters
would give a vehicle in which promoters could
identify other promoters who, for example, may
need the same piece of machinery and then
collaborate so that so that each one is not trying
to buy the same equipment but ﬁnd a way to buy,
borrow or lease together.
Clusters will be supported by an online platform
and social media such as Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.

7.2 Nature of the clusters
It is recommended that Clusters be formed as
follows:
•

Food sector clusters

•

Geographical clusters

•

Supported by a virtual platform for learning
and knowledge exchange

7.2.1 Food sector clusters
Results from primary research demonstrates
that SMEs are actively looking for a network of
producers in their ﬁeld where they can share
opportunities and problems.
Proposed food sector clusters for PACD/PME
Portfolio are outlined below. These will be ﬁnetuned in consultation with PACD/PME:

The collaborative clusters will be structured to:

•

Coffee, Tea and Cocoa Cluster

Allow vertical and horizontal collaboration,
speciﬁcally:

•

Drinks Cluster - beer, cider, wine, spirits,
bottled water, soft drinks, fruit juice, hot
drinks, dairy and non-dairy drinks

•

Oils Cluster

•

Fine Foods Clusters - specialty reﬁned foods
e.g. baked goods, jams. baby food, processed
snack products

•

Honey and Honey Products Cluster

•

Animal and Fish Products Cluster

•

Traditional Food Cluster

•

•

-

Facilitate dialogue between SMEs (horizontal)

-

Facilitate dialogue between SMEs and
stakeholders (vertical)

Include key stakeholders - universities,
research and development facilities,
government and key businesses such
as transport and equipment

•

Share trusted and reliable learning resources

•

Be based on both virtual and physical approaches
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7.2.2 Geographical clusters

•

It is suggested that geographical clusters be
formed as follows:
•

North

•

East

•

South

•

Central

•

West

Geographical clusters could facilitate development
of the following:
•

Fairs

•

Training and workshops

•

Networking events

•

Opportunities to explore locations for
centralised physical resources

7.2.3 Virtual platform for learning
and knowledge exchange
Cross cutting themes across all clusters can be
addressed via a virtual platform. The virtual
platform will be a space not only for PACD/PME
clients but for key players who can support them
such as PACD/PME staff, Food Adventure, Cardiff
Metropolitan University, mentors, experts and key
stakeholders. By linking together all agencies in
one virtual platform, that resource can develop
into a One Stop Shop responding to the needs of
Cameroonian Micro and SMEs in the agrifood chain.

One Stop Shop - open access but membership
only portal as well

•

Horizontal and vertical networking
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-

Food safety

-

Production methods

-

Labelling

-

Business planning

-

Marketing

-

Traditional foods and traditional methods
of processing

•

Relevant moderated discussion boards on
appropriate platform

•

Market place
-

Local food for local people: made
in Cameroon

-

Inspirational: stories behind businesses as
part of USP

-

Attractive showcasing and celebration of
local food site to tap into the emerging
middle-class market

-

Promotion via social media

•

Advice portal - e.g. exportation, opportunities
to supply to hotels and supermarkets, dealing
with local red tape, and opportunities through
PACD/PME

•

Signposting to reliable sources of information,
for example:

•

Key features of the virtual platform include:
•

Learning - short courses, fact sheets, links to
reliable online resources or long-term courses
in the areas of:

-

Finance

-

Packaging

-

Machinery

Facilitation and opportunities to share costs
and resources for accreditation, for example:
-

Coordinating visits by ANOR

-

Sharing of machinery

-

Packaging

•

Facilitate opportunities for collective sourcing
of raw materials, purchasing, leasing and
borrowing of goods and services. Opportunity
for PACD/PME to raise the proﬁle of support
and assistance and services they provide.

•

Mentoring platform

7.3 SWOT analysis of collaborative
clusters - virtual and in situ
Below is an analysis of the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of the proposed pilot.
The strengths and opportunities outweigh the
weaknesses and threats. The weaknesses can be

mitigated with clear communication on the
objective of the pilot and the support it can
provide, and sufficient resources for training
and encouraging use.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Training and learning can be spread widely

The virtual model relies on connectivity and ability to use ICT

Many SMEs are already accustomed to using digital
technology to gain learning, skills and resources
they need for their business

Model does not directly address the demand for
individuals to receive machinery

Fast dissemination of information

There are infrastructure challenges such as
transport, energy supply, refrigeration that the model
does not directly address. This does however present
an opportunity.

One stop shop - resources, information, networking,
support and learning all in one place

Encouraging people in pilot to use platform

Quality control of learning resources found on
the internet

Initial high level input of training will be required for
all users

Platform that many agencies can use to
diffuse information
Vertical and horizontal collaboration

Opportunities

Threats

Cameroon Government can become a centre of
excellence in Sub Saharan Africa for helping micro
and SMEs along agrifood chain

Internal conﬂict

Clusters and virtual platform will give producers
opportunities to share limited resources or to purchase
together i.e. packaging

Insufficient budget and resources to properly implement
and roll out clusters

Create a joined-up food policy and structure which
works for micro and small producers
Dissemination of local research for the beneﬁt of micro
and SMEs
Development of expertise within PACD/PME and
partners to support SMEs
Opportunity for promoters to work together to address
infrastructure challenges
Creation of local regional shops as a retail outlet for
promoters and central point for in situ meetings and training
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8
Key partners
and their roles
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Below are initial thoughts on the roles of the key
stakeholders. They need to be ﬁne-tuned in
consultation with each other. It is envisioned
that meetings will take place between the key
stakeholders named as well as others as identiﬁed
in the future.

8.1

•

Advise on the setting up of clusters

•

Develop online food safety and food quality
courses at basic and intermediate level
with ENSAI

•

Identify and quality assure existing online
resources and learning material

•

In partnership with Food Adventure coordinate
a Welsh/Cameroon mentoring programme

•

Coordinate joint student projects between
Cardiff Met/ENSAI or Cardiff Met and SMEs
such as the following:

Food Adventure

•

Project management with PACD/PME

•

Create and manage the digital platform

•

Provide virtual platform training in Cameroon

•

Coordination of key stakeholders in
populating the platform and quality
assurance of information

•

Monitor and evaluate

•

Support community learning and
knowledge exchange

•

8.2 Cardiff Metropolitan University

Coordinate international travel - Cameroon
to Wales and Wales to Cameroon

•

Coordinate the Welsh/Cameroon business
mentorship scheme

•

Identify gaps in resources needed by SMEs
and lead on ﬁlling the gaps in partnership
with PACD/PME

•

Identify other partners in Wales that can
support the project as needed

•

Identify UK and European funding to
supplement Cameroon funding

•

Provide training in food processing and food
safety - train the trainers or to micro and SMEs

•

Facilitate opportunities for Cameroonian SMEs
to sell products in the UK

•

Advise on development of food tourism
in Cameroon

•

Advise on infrastructure for training facilities
for micro and SMEs

•

Facilitate packaging and labelling
for promoters

-

New product development inspired by
Cameroonian ingredients

-

Food preservation techniques to improve
shelf life of products

-

Case studies on labelling products

-

Case studies on packaging design
and branding

•

Provide online Master’s degree opportunities

•

Provide online Master’s level short courses

•

Promote staff mobility between Cameroon and
Wales for knowledge exchange

•

Investigate student mobility opportunities

•

Promote knowledge exchange between
Cardiff Met and appropriate Cameroon
partners in food examination and analysis

•

Monitor and evaluate

8.3 PACD/PME
•

Project management with Food Adventure

•

Provision of support to clusters

•

Coordinate training for promoters
and stakeholders

•

Ensure local stakeholders provide advice,
information and support as needed to
SMEs and upload to virtual platform

•

Identify and secure local sources of funding

•

Coordinate with Food Adventure
international travel - Cameroon to Wales
and Wales to Cameroon
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8.4 ENSAI
•

Provide training materials, identiﬁcation of
local mentors, support of clusters

•

Use academic and research expertise to help
identify and implement local solutions for
local challenges

•

Develop online food safety and food quality
courses at basic and intermediate level with
ANOR and Cardiff Metropolitan University

•

Quality assure existing online resources and
learning material

8.6 Key stakeholders
We suggest that ANOR, IRAD, IMPM, SODEPA,
ACEP, and BC/PME along with a Cameroon
telecommunication provider and a digital
technology innovator be recruited as key
stakeholder in the pilot.
•

Provide information, resources and advice

•

Participate in discussion forums

•

Provide training in situ and virtual

•

Identify resources to help SMEs

•

Identify quality online resources

•

•

In partnership with Food Adventure coordinate
a Welsh/Cameroon mentoring programme

Identify funding and work with PACD/PME to
secure funding

•

Joint student projects between Cardiff
Met/ENSAI or ENSAI and SMEs

Fully participate and support collaborative
and in situ collaborative clusters

•

Provide telecommunication and digital expertise

•

-

New product development inspired by
Cameroonian ingredients
Food preservation techniques to improve
shelf life of products
Renewable energy solutions
Solutions for agrifood machinery

•

Provide online Master’s degree opportunities

•

Provide online Master’s level short courses

•

Promote staff mobility between Cameroon and
Wales for knowledge exchange

•

Investigate student mobility opportunities

•

Promote knowledge exchange between
Cardiff Met and appropriate Cameroon
partners in food examination and analysis

•

Monitor and evaluate

8.5 Collaborative cluster reps (SME)
•

Encourage SMEs to participate in scheme

•

Moderate discussion boards

•

Work with Food Adventure Cameroon to help
train promoters in virtual platform
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9
Conclusion

Cameroon is rich in natural resources, social
capital, and entrepreneurial spirit. Its universities,
institutions, agencies and government
departments are rich in skills and knowledge.
However, joined up and collaborative working has
not been optimised. SMEs would like to access
skills and services of agencies and universities.
Agencies and universities would like to disseminate
resources to SMEs. SMEs would like to work more

closely together. Food safety policies and support
are disjointed. The model proposed for
collaborative clusters would be a start in establishing
a more joined up way of working to the mutual
beneﬁt of all stakeholders. The model would
strongly support SMEs to develop the skills and
knowledge needed for their business and
have easy access to advice, support, services
and networks.
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08/05/2019

07/05/2019

Départ de la délégation du
PACD/PME de Bastos pour Nsimalen

Arrivée de l’équipe de Food Adventure

16h 00

18h 25

Mot de bienvenue du Coordonnateur
National et ﬁn de la journée

Séance de travail avec le PACD/PME

Visite de courtoisie à Son Excellence
Monsieur le Ministre des Petites et
Moyennes Entreprises, de
l’Economie Sociale et de l’Artisanat
Retour et arrivée à l’hôtel
AZUR (Bastos)

21h 30

10h 00 12h 00

13h 00 16h 00

16h - 17h
Fin de la journée

Installations et collation à
l’hôtel AZUR

20h 00

Accueil et départ pour Bastos

Activités

Horaires

PACD/PME

MINPMEESA

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

Institutions

Programme des Activites de la Mission de Food Adventure au Cameroun (07-26 mai 2019)

Etape I:
REGION DU
CENTRE/
YAOUNDE

Calendrier

Le Coordonnateur
National

Le Coordonnateur
National

Le Coordonnateur
National/Chef
délégation FOOD
ADVENTURE LTD

Le Coordonnateur
National

Le Coordonnateur
National

Le Coordonnateur
National

Le Coordonnateur
National

Représentants
/ Responsables
Filières

PROGRAMME DES ACTIVITES DE LA MISSION DE FOOD ADVENTURE AU CAMEROUN (07-26 mai 2019)

Appendix 1

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Immeuble
Emergence)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Nsimalen)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

1/7

Localisation

10/05/2019

11h 00 14h 00

07h 30 10h 30

18h 30

14h 00 18h 00

08h 00 14h 00

Horaires

Séance de travail au Village Artisanal
avec tous les promoteurs

• Séance de travail avec
le promoteur

PACD/PME

DRYER SARL

SANGO
AGRI SARL

Suite de la visite des unités
de production
• Déceler les problèmes de
l’entrepreneur et les difficultés
auxquelles il est confronté

PACD/PME

FEUDIM SARL

ETS LE PHENIX
« Baby Tina »

JAMELIA LTD

NDE TENE
GUILLAUME
tél : 699 936 154

BANTOU FARM
DEVELOPMENT
SARL

Le Chef
de mission

Production de
l’instantané de poudre
de gingembre et de la
purée de piment

Douala

Douala
(Makepe
Musoke)
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Douala (Cité
des Palmiers)

NGOTE CHRISTIAN
tél: 691 08 88
653 58 723 80

NYAMEKO GILBERT
tél: 678 261 664

Douala (Akwa)

Douala
(Bonabéri après
le 2è pont)

Douala
(Bonabéri
carre four
Mutzig)

Douala (Deîdo)

Douala (Akwa)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Localisation

Le Chef
de mission
Production des infusions
à base de citronnelle

Transformation des
plantes condimentaires

FEUDIM FREDERIC
tél: 695 783 684

tél : 680 43 68 28

Production de bouillies
infantiles à base des
racines de tubercules

Production des caramels
et peanuts à base
d’arachide

Production et
transformation des
plantes médicinales

Filières

GWETH SUZANNE
LEOCARDIE

tél: 699 074 238
693 194 752

DESSU FOKA
ARMEL MATHIAS

Le Chef
de mission

Représentants
/ Responsables

PACD/PME

Institutions

Retour à l’hôtel Fin de la journée

• Séance de travail avec
le promoteur

• Déceler les problèmes de
l’entrepreneur et les difficultés
auxquelles il est confronté

Visite des unités de production -

• Début des visites des unités

• Départ et arrivée à Douala Installation à l’hôtel

Activités

Programme des Activites de la Mission de Food Adventure au Cameroun (07-26 mai 2019)

Etape II:
REGION DU
LITTORAL/
DOUALA

09/05/2019

Calendrier

13/05/2019

12/05/2019

11/05/2019

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

Retour de l’équipe à l’hôtel Fin de
la journée
Départ de Bafoussam pour Dschang
Excursion à Dschang
Départ et arrivée à Bafoussam
Installation à l’hôtel

17h 30

09h 00

11h 00 14h 30

16h 00

10h 00

15h 00 17h 00

Arrivée et installation à l’hôtel Azur
Fin de la journée

Départ de Bafoussam pour Yaoundé

Fin de la journée

PACD/PME

Séance de travail à la
Délégation Régionale avec tous
les promoteurs visités

15h 00 17h 00

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

CEPAL SARL

• Séance de travail avec le promoteur

08h 30 13h 30

Production de la pâte
à tartiner à base
d’arachides

FOCKAM CHARLES
tél: 695 49 46 33
690 10 93 99

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Yaoundé

Bafoussam

Bafoussam

Dschang

Bafoussam

Le Chef
de mission
Le Chef
de mission

Bafoussam

Bafoussam

Bafoussam
(Kamkop)

Bafoussam

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Production d’huile
de soja

KAMDOUM BLAISE
tél: 676 53 835

Bafoussam

Production du
café moulu

KAMDEM JEAN
tél: 699 814 892
699 07 15 58

TOBITOR SARL
« cristal coffee »

Bandja

Douala
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Localisation

Bafoussam

Production de poudre de
piment; jus de piment;
poudre épicée associée
aux autres ingrédients à
base de piments frais

Filières

Le Chef
de mission

KENGNI JOSEPH
tél: 696 18 26 59
679 38 79 38

Le Chef
de mission

Représentants
/ Responsables

PACD/PME

AGRICAM

PACD/PME

Institutions

OIL &
SOJA SARL

Suite de la visite des unités
de production

Arrivée et installation à l’hôtel Fin
de la journée

• Déceler les problèmes de
l’entrepreneur et les difficultés
auxquelles il est confronté

Visite d’une unité de production -

Départ pour la Région de l’Ouest

Activités

• Déceler les problèmes de
l’entrepreneur et les difficultés
auxquelles il est confronté

18h30

17h 00

14h 30

Horaires

Programme des Activites de la Mission de Food Adventure au Cameroun (07-26 mai 2019)

Etape III:
REGION DE
L’OUEST/
BAFOUSSAM

10/05/2019

Calendrier

16/05/2019

PACD/PME

Arrivée à Yaoundé et installation
à l’hôtel AZUR

18h 30

Fin de la journée

PACD/PME

Départ de Bertoua pour Yaoundé

PACD/PME

Séance de travail à la
Délégation Régionale avec tous
les promoteurs visités

10h 00 12h 00

13h 00

PACD/PME

Séance de travail avec l’ENSAI

08h 00 10h 00

PACD/PME

ETS SCOOP
CA COVAGRO

SCOOP
TRANSMANIOC

C’
BIOMASSACRE
KILOTIK

Retour à l’hôtel à Bertoua Fin de
la journée

• Séance de travail avec
le promoteur

• Déceler les problèmes de
l’entrepreneur et les difficultés
auxquelles il est confronté

17h 00

14h 30 16h 30

13h 00 14h 30

11h 30 13h 00

Visite des unités de production -

PEC SARL

10h 00 11h 30

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

Institutions

MIELCAM

Arrivée et installation à l’hôtel Fin de
la journée

Départ de Yaoundé pour Bertoua

Activités

08h 30 10h 00

15h 00

09h 00

Horaires

Programme des Activites de la Mission de Food Adventure au Cameroun (07-26 mai 2019)

Etape IV:
REGION
DE L’EST

15/05/2019

14/05/2019

Calendrier

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

ANTIBE ALAIN
tél: 699 511 980

MPO KAM
TCHOUPE
CHIARA LUCIA
tél: 696 192 243

ADIBEYI YVONNE
tél: 694 555 124

EKANGA
tél: 683 164 345

Production d’huile
de palme

Transformation du
manioc en amidon

Boissons amincissantes
à base des fruits
et légumes

Production des chips
à base de plantains

Bertoua

Bertoua

Bertoua

Bertoua

Bertoua

Bertoua
(Tigaza)

Bertoua
(Tigaza)

ZAMBOU MICHEL
tél: 675 027 562
696 159 307

Yaoundé
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Localisation

Bertoua

Production de miel

Filières

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Représentants
/ Responsables

Rédaction du rapport ﬁnal
(Fête de l’Unité Nationale)

Rédaction du rapport (travail à l’hôtel)

09h 00 11h 00

20/05/2019

Retour à l’hôtel AZUR Fin de
la journée

20h 00 21h 00

Rédaction du rapport (travail à l’hôtel)

PACD/PME

Départ de l’aéroport
Nsimalenpour Londres

19h 45

19/05/2019

18/05/2019

PACD/PME

Départ de l’hôtel pour
l’aéroport Nsimalen

16h 30

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

NT FOOD

FRUITSCAM

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Le Chef
de mission

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Odza)

Production de semoule
agroalimentaire à base
de soja, arachides
poisson…etc.

NYAMEN
NJAMPON THIERRY

Le Chef
de mission

Yaoundé
(Mvolyé)

Yaoundé
(Ekounou)

Yaoundé/
(Emana)
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Localisation

Production de jus naturel
à base de fruits

Production des
plantes médicinales

Production de la conﬁture
à base de fruits (ananas,
mangue, papaye, orange,
goyave, etc.)

Filières

NGO BATA Epse
BAYEMI Françoise

MBASSI
MBELE JOSEPH

NOAH POLYCARPE

JULIANNA
COOP

ARBRE DE
VIE MORINGA

Représentants
/ Responsables

Institutions

Retour à l’hôtel AZUR, collation
et préparation pour le voyage

• Séance de travail avec
le promoteur

• Déceler les problèmes de
l’entrepreneur et les difficultés
auxquelles il est confronté

Visite des unités de production -

Activités

14h 30 16h 30

07h 30 13h 30

Horaires
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Etape V:
REGION
DU CENTRE

17/05/2019

Calendrier

22/05/2019

ANOR (Agence
des Normes et
Régulations)

Vériﬁer la disponibilité du produit
qui consiste au ﬁnancement du PME

Confronter les différences entre
les normes camerounaises et
britanniques concernant produits
agroalimentaires
Visite à l’IRAD

Visite à l’IMPM
Séance de travail avec les
promoteurs visités

• Revisiter les projets en cours

08h 00 09h 30

09h 30 11h 00

11h 00 12h 30

12h 30 14h 00

15h 00 17h 00

09h 00 11h 00

11h 00 13h 00

Visite des installations et l’effectivité
de leur fonctionnement

• Déﬁnir les pistes de collaboration

Coordonnateur
National

Directeur Général

Directeur Général

EPAB (Ecole
Pratique
d’Agriculture
de BINGUELA)
SODEPA
(Société de
Développeme
nt et
d’Exploitation
des
Productions
Animales)

Directeur Général

Directeur Général

PACD/PME

IMPM

IRAD

Directeur Général

ACEP (Agence
Camerounaise
pour l’Epargne
et le Crédit)

Directeur Général

Représentants
/ Responsables

Activités

Institutions

Horaires
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Etape V:
REGION
DU CENTRE

21/05/2019

Calendrier

Développement et
gestion équitable des
ranchs, des abattoirs,
des entrepôts
frigoriﬁques et
des boucheries

Technopole
agroalimentaire
(production des activités
agro-sylvo- pastorales)

Institution en charge
de la certiﬁcation et
de la normalisation
des produits

Micro ﬁnance
(ﬁnancement des projets
présentés par les
promoteurs du
PACD/PME)

Filières

Yaoundé
(Etoudi
Abattoir)

Yaoundé
(BINGUELA)

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé
(Bastos)

Yaoundé
(Bastos)
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Localisation

26/05/2019

25/05/2019

20h 00

19h 45

16h 00

13h 00

24/05/2019

Fin de la journée

Retour de l’équipe du PACD/PME
à Yaoundé

Fin de la mission et retour en
Angleterre (Londres)

Départ de l’aéroport Nsimalen
pour Londres-Angleterre

PACD/PME

PACD/PME

Départ de l’hôtel AZUR-Bastos pour
l’aéroport Nsimalen

Coordonnateur
National

Coordonnateur
National

Représentant
Food Adventure

FOOD
ADVENTURE

Rédaction du rapport

• Communiqué ﬁnal de la mission

Coordonnateur
National

PACD/PME

• Réunion de restitution au
MINPMEESA

PACD/PME

Séance de travail au PACD/
PME (préparation et restitution
au MINPMEESA)

11h 00 14h 00

23/05/2019

Programme des Activites de la Mission de Food Adventure au Cameroun (07-26 mai 2019)

Etape V:
REGION
DU CENTRE

Directeur Général

BC- PME
(Banque
Camerounaise
des Petites et
Moyennes
Entreprises)
ICRAFT (Centre
Mondial
d’Agroforesterie)

Représentants
/ Responsables

Institutions

PACD/PME

• Déﬁnir les pistes de collaboration

• Revisiter les projets en cours

Vériﬁer la disponibilité du produit
qui consiste au ﬁnancement du PME

Activités

Retour à l’hôtel AZUR Fin de
la journée

15h 30 17h 30

13h 00 15h 00

Horaires

18h 00

22/05/2019

Calendrier

(transformation des
produits forestiers
non ligneux)

Banque (ﬁnancement
des projets présentés
par les promoteurs du
PACD/PME)

Filières

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé

Yaoundé/
(Nlongkak)
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Localisation

Appendix 2
PARTICIPANT
CONSENT FORM
Study ID Number: STA - 1284
Title of Project: From Field to Fork - Food Safety and Sustainable Rural Livelihoods in Cameroon
Name of Researchers: Dr Vitti Allender and Dr James Blaxland - Cardiff Metropolitan University
Carol Adams - Food Adventure

Participant to complete this section: Please initial each box
I conﬁrm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above study. I have had the
opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered satisfactorily.

1.

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw within 7 days,
without giving any reason.
3. I agree to take part in the above study.
4. I agree to the interview / observation / consultation being audio recorded
5. I agree to the interview / observation / consultation being photographed
6. I agree to the interview / observation / consultation being video recorded
7.

I agree to the use of anonymised quotes in publications

Signature of participant

Date

Name of person taking consent

Date

Signature of person taking consent
Any information you provide will be treated in accordance with data protection principles for the purposes speciﬁed within the Participant
Information Sheet. Cardiff Metropolitan University will process your personal data in line with Article 6(1)(a) and Article 9(2)(a) of the
General Data Protection Regulation 2018 which speciﬁes that your personal data can only be processed with your explicit consent.
By signing this form and ticking the boxes above you are conﬁrming that you have understood the reasons for obtaining your data
and you are happy for the study to proceed. Please note that you have the right to withdraw consent at any point. Should you wish to invoke
that right please contact Dr Vitti Allender vallender@cardiffmet.ac.uk within 7 days of the date of completing this consent form.
* When completed, 1 copy for participant & 1 copy for researcher site ﬁle

For Office Use

Activity reference
Audio recording ID
Photograph ID
Video recording ID

PARTICIPANT Information
Study ID Number: STA - 1284
Title of Project: From Field to Fork - Food Safety and Sustainable Rural Livelihoods in Cameroon
Name of Researchers: Dr Vitti Allender and Dr James Blaxland - Cardiff Metropolitan University
Carol Adams - Food Adventure

Background
We are researchers from Cardiff Metropolitan University in Wales, UK. We are carrying out a project that
looks at developing sustainable livelihoods in rural Cameroon, connecting smallholders, micro-businesses
and small and medium sized businesses to markets as well as developing knowledge and capacities. This
will help these businesses in the future in Cameroon. In order to start this, we are gathering information to
learn about the challenges faced by food businesses in Cameroon. We would like you to help us to gather
this information, but your participation is voluntary and you do not have to take part if you don’t want to.

Why have we asked you to take part and what do you have to do?
We are gathering information from businesses, organisations helping those businesses and government so
that we can understand the way in which food businesses operate in Cameroon in formal and informal
markets. By doing this, we can see what challenges businesses face, and look to see how they can be
assisted. We think that you will be able to help us with our project since we view you as an important
stakeholder. If you agree to participate in the project, we shall ask you to take part in an interview or we
might observe your working practices, take photographs and ask you for comments.

What will happen to the information and are there any risks to you?
The information that we collect may be used in academic publications such as journal articles, or may be
presented at academic conferences. There is no risk to you taking part. Everyone working on the study
will respect your privacy. We have taken very careful steps to make sure that you cannot be identiﬁed from
any of the information that we have about you. Any quotes that are given will be completely anonymised

What happens next?
We shall ask you to sign a consent form and then ask you to take part in the study

Further information
If you have any questions about the research or how we intend to conduct the study, please contact:
Dr Vitti Allender, Head of Department of Healthcare and Food
+44 29 2041 6446
vallender@cardiffmet.ac.uk

Food Adventure
www.foodadventure.co.uk
info@foodadventure.co.uk

ZERO2FIVE Food Industry Centre,
Cardiff Metropolitan University
www.ZERO2FIVE.org.uk
ZERO2FIVE@cardiffmet.ac.uk

